To demo data transmission, download ppx-tec, use two iOS/Android devices – one selecting patient and the other selecting doctor. To send or receive data use the 8 digit self-generated token provided by the doctor’s app. Proceed to follow the instructions given, use same for android devices.

pxx-tec your secure Bluetooth personal medical management app, api with a PHR, can host other mhealth apps. pxx-tec patient exchanges health & insurance data with pxx-tec provider within the app when paired in physical proximity; and integrated into software platform.

pxx-tec app, api serve medical patients and providers by providing a quick and secure bluetooth transfer of medical results between the two during an appointment’s entry and exit for creating a comprehensive health record for user and family, on multiple visits and multiple providers.

CONVENIENCE of pxx-tec app,api

- Patient fills in and updates demographic information once instead of at every new medical visit—which can be time consuming depending on your medical history.
- When physically at providers office, the user can send and receive health results to/from staff by connecting with paired ppx-tec’s app.
- Office receives the patient data and can return results to the patient.
- No internet connection required, but must be in physical proximity.
- Data is secure; no one else sees the data, even if they also have the app.
- Paired with an 8-character token assigned by provider. Bluetooth transmission is point-to-point. A token is another layer of security for allowing devices to exchange data, and is uniquely different on every transmission.
- The connection is temporary-only for the duration of the visit and can be disconnected at anytime by the patient or the provider.
- No cost using bluetooth for the patient or provider. Has built-in insurance information tracker component.
- Exchange data from provider to provider and EMR to EMR
- Host others Apps and share in the same manner.

Buy app, one time purchase: $8.99 or the free version that gives you 10 data transfers, and for $0.99 buy 10 more transfers
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We want your feedback: dlg@ppx-tec.com
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